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"The mature household surface cleaner market has
experienced only modest growth in recent years. Still,
while consumers continue to take a budget-conscious
approach to shopping for household surface cleaners, they
place importance on housecleaning and are as interested as
ever in products that allow them to clean more quickly and
effectively."
- John Owen, Senior Household Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Modest pace of growth expected to continue
Ease-of-use, versatility nearly as important as cleaning power
Many see disposable wipes as best suited for quick cleanups

For the purposes of this report, Mintel defines the household surface cleaner market as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

All-purpose cleaner/disinfectant
Toilet/tub/tile cleaners (abrasive tub/tile cleaner, nonabrasive tub/tile cleaner, toilet
bowl cleaner, lime/rust remover)
Specialized surface cleaners (drain cleaner, glass cleaner, spray disinfectant, oven/
appliance cleaner, metal cleaner/polish)
Household cleaner cloths
Floor cleaners/wax removers
Furniture polish.
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This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Manufacturer Sales of Household Surface Cleaners
The strong get stronger: Clorox and Reckitt gain on top products
SC Johnson and P&G lose share
Manufacturer sales of household surface cleaners
Figure 16: MULO sales of household surface cleaners, by leading companies, rolling 52 weeks 2014 and 2015
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What’s Next?
Extending time between cleanings

The Consumer – What You Need to Know
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Disposable wipes gain usage while labor-intensive products decline
Younger adults gravitate to quick-cleanup products
Gender gap narrowing for housecleaning and purchasing of cleaning products
Ease-of-use, versatility nearly as important as cleaning power
Many see disposable wipes as best suited for quick cleanups
Longer duration of clean holds near-universal appeal

Usage of Surface Cleaners
Disposable wipes continue to gain usage
Usage declines for products associated with labor-intensive cleaning
Figure 23: Household usage of surface cleaners, 2010-15
Younger adults gravitate to quick cleanup products
Figure 24: Household usage of select surface cleaners, by age, April 2015
Black consumers more likely to use a variety of surface cleaners
Figure 25: Household usage of select surface cleaners, by race/Hispanic origin, April 2015

Responsibility for Cleaning and Purchasing of Cleaning Products
Gender gap narrowing for housecleaning and purchasing of cleaning products
In their words: Shared responsibility
Figure 26: Responsibility for doing housecleaning, by gender and age, September 2015
Figure 27: Responsibility for purchasing cleaning products, by gender and age, September 2015

Surface Cleaner Attribute Importance
Ease-of-use, versatility nearly as important as cleaning power
Figure 28: Surface cleaner attribute importance, September 2015
Safety around kids/pets a key attribute in larger households
Figure 29: Surface cleaner attribute importance, by household size, September 2015

Surface Cleaner Behaviors and Beliefs
Many see disposable wipes as best suited for quick cleanups
Figure 30: Surface cleaner behaviors and beliefs, September 2015
In their words: Wipes good for in-between cleanings
Older consumers remain engaged in cleaning and cleaning products
An opportunity for products highlighting natural ingredients
Figure 31: Surface cleaner behaviors and beliefs, by age, September 2015

Interest in Surface Cleaner Features and Benefits
Longer duration of clean holds near-universal appeal
Other cleaning concepts may require more consumer education
Figure 32: Interest in surface cleaner features and benefits, September 2015
Young adults express interest in new product forms
Figure 33: Interest in surface cleaner features and benefits, willing to pay more for, by age, September 2015
Protection, prevention most appealing to larger households
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Figure 34: Interest in surface cleaner features and benefits, willing to pay more for, by household size, September 2015

Correspondence Analysis – Brand Attributes
Methodology
Opportunities to leverage brand strengths, address weaknesses
Figure 35: Correspondence analysis – Surface cleaner brand attributes, September 2015
Figure 36: Surface cleaner brand attributes, September 2015

Household Care Attitudes
A clean home is a healthy home
Young adults more focused on convenience
Among young adults, opportunities and challenges for green cleaners
Figure 37: Household care attitudes, agree strongly, by age, September 2015
Emotional components of housecleaning strong for Black, Hispanic consumers
Figure 38: Household care attitudes, agree strongly, by race and Hispanic origin, September 2015
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Figure 50: MULO sales of all-purpose cleaners, by leading companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2014 and 2015
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Figure 51: MULO sales of toilet/tub/tile cleaners, by leading companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2014 and 2015
Figure 52: MULO sales of specialized cleaners, by leading companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2014 and 2015
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